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1. Read course outlines! Course outlines provide information about the expectations for your
courses, including readings, assignments, and due dates. Read your outlines carefully. Course
outlines for UW Psychology courses can be found at: http://psychology.uwinnipeg.ca.

2. Succeeding at university requires hard work! Some university students may
have succeeded in elementary and secondary school without much effort or
planning. The transition to university can be a challenging one, however, even for
students who have done well earlier. For example, grades in first year university
tend to be lower than students received in high school, and markedly so in some
subjects. Several differences about university explain this finding: course
material may be more novel and challenging, students must learn some material
on their own because there is not enough time in class to cover all topics and to
develop independent learning skills, faculty may assume that students have
background knowledge they lack (e.g., ability to analyze complex texts), and
students often forget what they learned in earlier grades (mathematics is a good
example of this). So be prepared to work harder than in the past to succeed at university.

3. Attend classes! Much research has found that students who attend classes regularly get better
grades than students who miss many classes. An obvious reason attendance helps is that information
taught in class may not be presented elsewhere. Lectures are also designed to help you understand,
so even if the content is not completely new, classes might present material from the text in a novel
and more comprehensible way. Lectures also help students to appreciate what material is more
important, something that is not always clear when reading a text full of information. And don’t
overlook the benefit of three hours of exposure every week to the course material. Attending class
may also reflect student interest in the course; research again shows that students who are interested
in what is being taught do better. Finally, attending classes allows you to develop relationships with
other students and the professor. Go to class even if it means working, sleeping, or socializing less!

4. Pay attention in class! To benefit from class attendance,
you need to pay attention and not become distracted by
activities that interfere with understanding and learning the
material. There were always distractions in the past (e.g.,
whispering to other students, reading), but the problem is
even more prevalent in today’s electronic age. Too many of
us want to be in constant touch with our friends, whether
through Facebook, text messaging, or whatever. To avoid
this temptation, turn off your electronic devices and put
them out of sight. People who believe they can listen to a
lecture and text at the same time are deluding themselves.
Much psychological research has demonstrated that
performing more than one task at a time interferes with performance; this is the myth of
multitasking. The graph shows that students who use cell phones in class get lower grades. And



professors who see students smiling into their laps are pretty sure it is not about the lecture!

5. Develop your academic competencies! Being a successful student involves many academic
skills, including: understanding and remembering challenging text, taking effective notes, higher
level writing skills (e.g., organizing ideas, effective transitions), spoken communication, ability to
research and analyze topics, critical thinking skills, and the capacity to learn independently. Many
resources can help you develop these skills, including books in the library, on-line resources, and
workshops on campus. Some UW workshops available over the next few weeks are at:
http://www.uwinnipeg.ca/index/services-adv-study-skills-workshops. Develop your academic skills!

6. Distribute your study time! One of the best ways to learn and remember complex material is to
space out your study time. Studying 60 minutes each day for 6 days is far more effective than
studying 6 hours all at once. A lot of research has demonstrated this in both research settings and
actual courses. Schedule regular study times for your courses, spreading them out across the week.
An added benefit is that reading course material on a regular basis rather than cramming, means that
you are better prepared to understand and benefit from lectures.

7. Test your knowledge of the material! People are often surprised to learn that one of the best
ways to learn school material is through testing. Testing helps us to appreciate whether we need to
study more and also what we need to study. Some professors have regular quizzes to provide this
feedback, but students can also test their own knowledge with such activities as quizzes from
student guides, trying to summarize the content of a chapter in point form, or by generating their
own questions about the material.

8. Avoid procrastination! Procrastination undermines the best of our intentions. It is all too easy
and far more pleasant to ignore a challenging task that is due at some future time instead of tackling
the work right now. Of course, that pleasure is short-lived as the stress of the task is even greater
when it has been left to the last minute. One strategy for overcoming procrastination is to visualize
or think about the stages necessary to complete some complex task (i.e., break it down into parts),
and then take on each stage in turn. If you have a long essay due in 6 weeks, for example, you could
break it down into choosing a topic (week 1), doing the library research (weeks 2 and 3), organizing
and writing a rough draft (weeks 4 and 5), and final editing (week 6). Conceptualizing the activity in
terms of parts makes the entire task more manageable and less daunting.

9. Seek help! There may be times in your university career that you feel completely lost and
overwhelmed, perhaps not knowing even how to start some academic task, let alone how to
complete it. As soon as you recognize that you are struggling with a course, take action to address
the potential problem. This can include searching for resources on your own, talking to fellow
students, consulting with the instructor, using advising and other student services, or getting a tutor.
Seeking help at the earliest sign of difficulty is more likely to be successful than delaying until the
situation has gotten even worse. People at the university want you to succeed and are there to help!

The Department of Psychology hopes that these suggestions will help you to have a successful year,
not only in Introductory Psychology, but also in all of your courses. If you have additional
suggestions you would like to pass on to future students, please send an e-mail to Jim Clark, Chair
of Psychology, at j.clark@uwinnipeg.ca with Success at University in the Subject heading.


